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Prayer for Blessing the Scriptures

Barchu et-Yahweh hamvorach
(Cong. Baruch Yahweh hamvorach lay-oh-lam va-ed)
Baruch Yahweh hamvorach lay-oh-lam va-ed
Baruch ata Yah-weh, Elo-hay-nu Melech Ha-Olam
Asher bachar banu michol ha-ah-meem
Ve-nah-tan lanu et-torah tow
Baruch ata Yah-weh no-tayn ha-Torah (ve’breet chah-dash-ah)

ALL READ IN UNISON IN ENGLISH:

Bless Yahweh, Who is to be blessed
Blessed is Yahweh, Who is to be blessed forever and ever
Blessed are You, Yahweh our Elohim, King of the Universe,
Who chose us from all the peoples and gave to us the Torah
Blessed are You, Yahweh, who gave us the Torah (and the Renewed Covenant Scriptures)

2021 Fall Feast Schedule!

(If there are any variations between this schedule on what is on the published
2021 ETC, this schedule has the final word. High Shabbats where no work is

allowed until the following sunset are in bold. Special programming is in red.)

Sunday, September 26th Sukkot Special Part 2 (Hoshana Rabba, Shemini Etzeret, Ve-Zot
Ha Barachah (parsha #54) and Simchat Torah)
Tuesday, September 28th sunset to Wednesday, September 29th sunset Last day of
Sukkot/Shemini Etzeret (Simchat Torah if outside of Israel).
Friday, October 1st Recycle back to Bereshit.

PART FIVE: Confirming the Nativity of Yeshua Ha-Mashiyach at Sukkot, Part 2

The Eight Historical Anchors of the Nativity

Note: Please review the recap of this data at the start of the Part Five notes to get a good
idea of how this data I am about to go  over in detail actually fits together.

#1: The Triple Conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn in the constellation Pisces (May
29th though December 4th in 7 BCE)
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First we need to figure out what the Star of Bethlehem actually was. While I will give
details later to support this, here is my conclusion in advance: The Star of Bethlehem
moved in a way that only a planet could and in ancient reckoning planets were also
considered stars. The movement of this celestial body as described by Matthew would
classify it as something different than fixed stars. They were called planes aster
(wandering stars) which got shortened to the word planete, from which we get the term
planet. However, it was just as common to call everything, wandering or not, simply a
“star” or “stars”, so we have to look at details Matthew gives us to figure out the rest, and
this a topic for a little later on.

For now we need to understand that the Magi began to be intrigued because something
special happened with what they call “the King’s Star” and that is a term that can only
refer to Jupiter, the King’s Planet named after the chief Greek deity. Seeing Jupiter
somewhere in the east though would not have in and of itself imparted a message for
them to head to Israel but seeing Jupiter in relationship to other planets would and in this
time, what astronomers call a triple conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn happened three
time within five months in the constellation of Pisces.

We need then to understand that such celestial events as these were in effect a headline
news show Abba YHWH was putting on for the Magi, trained astronomer-priests from
Babylon. How these events would have been interpreted by them in cultural context is
key to this whole discussion. The Magi would have seen the triple conjunction of Jupiter
and Saturn in Pisces this way:

Jupiter: Largest object in the sky; King’s planet. To the ancients, planets were
“moving stars” or planes aster, that was shortened to planete. So Jupiter is the
“king’s star” the Magi told Herod they were tracking.
Saturn: Shabbat planet, from where we get “Saturn’s Day” (Saturday). Saturn was
also known as the “Savior Planet” and was linked to Jews because of the Shabbat.
Pisces: Geographically this sign generally represented Syria and Israel, but
specifically came to be known as the Zodiac sign for the Jews because of Jonah
being swallowed and saved from a great fish.

So, with just that data, we now have a message: King Savior of the Jews coming soon to a
manger near you! To have three conjunctions in five months (May 29-December 4, 7
BCE) in the same constellation was extremely rare, happening only once about every
1,400 years.

However, to have each conjunction hit on significant days of the Hebrew calendar as
well, made each of these events a multiple billion to one shot—and that has not happened
since!

May 29th: 3rd of Sivan, the very day Father Yah descended to Mount Sinai in fire to
announce His Ten Commandments were coming (Exodus 19).
October 1st: Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement.
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December 4th: The full moon before Hanukkah, the time when the sky is brightest before
the Festival of Lights that marks the conception of the Light of the World.

#2: The death of Herod the Great (March 25th-April 2nd, 4 BCE)

And when Yeshua was born in Beth-Lekhem of Yehuda, in the days of Herodus, the
king, Magoshi came from the east to Urishlim. (Matthew 2:1- The Apostolic
Writings)

In the days of Herodus the king of Yehuda, there was a certain priest whose name was
Zakharyah, from the order of the house of Awiya and his wife from the descended
daughters of Ahron.  Elishwa was her name. (Luke 1:5 - The Apostolic Writings)

So these two references tell us that Yeshua was born during the time of Herod the Great.
The historian Josephus then tells us that Herod died sometime between March 25th and
April 2nd, 4 BCE, because we know Herod’s son Archelaus mourned his father’s death
seven days before Passover (The Jewish War, 2:1-9) in that year.  For 95% of Biblical
historians, there is absolutely no doubt that this year is 4 BCE. This date is not only
well-attested to by Josephus, but also other historians from the period such as Suetonius
and Tacitus.

Certain western Christian traditions though put Herod’s death three years later, 1 BCE,
because it agrees with their Julian calendar.  In more recent years, due to certain
astronomical events that happened in 3 and 2 BCE, the old 1 BCE date has been given a
bit of a boost—so that these events can be their Star of Bethlehem.

The fact of the matter though remains that 4 BCE is the accepted date by nearly all
historians for very good reasons. 1 BCE proponents have tried to suggest our copies of
Josephus didn’t originally read as they do now, but not one of them has presented a shred
of manuscript evidence supporting their theory and the burden is clearly on them to do so.

It would also require a massive and highly unlikely cover up to support a 1 BCE nativity
date because not only Josephus’ writings would be suspect, but also ALL the copies of
nearly a half a dozen other historians for this period of time—all of whom support a 4
BCE date.

I conclude this point with a little assistance from Biblical Archaeology Review. In this
case, the discussion begins by talking about why a lunar eclipse in 4 BCE better matches
the data for the timing of Herod’s death than one in late December of 1 BCE:

There are three principal reasons why the 4 B.C. date has prevailed over 1 B.C. These
reasons were articulated by Emil Schürer in A History of the Jewish People in the Time of
Jesus Christ, also published in the 19th century. First, Josephus informs us that Herod died
shortly before a Passover (Antiquities 17.9.3, The Jewish War 2.1.3), making a lunar
eclipse in March (the time of the 4 B.C. eclipse) much more likely than one in December.
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Second, Josephus writes that Herod reigned for 37 years from the time of his appointment
in 40 B.C. and 34 years from his conquest of Jerusalem in 37 B.C.

(Antiquities 17.8.1, War 1.33.8). Using so-called inclusive counting, this, too, places
Herod’s death in 4 B.C. Third, we know that the reign over Samaria and Judea of Herod’s
son and successor Archelaus began in 4 B.C., based on the fact that he was deposed by
Caesar in A.U.C. (Anno Urbis Conditae [in the year the city was founded]) 759, or A.D.
6, in the tenth year of his reign (Dio Cassius, Roman History 55.27.6; Josephus,
Antiquities 17.13.2). Counting backward his reign began in 4 B.C.

In addition, from Herod the Great’s son and successor Herod Antipas, who ruled over
Galilee until 39 A.D., who ordered the execution of John the Baptist (Mark 6:14–29) and
who had a supporting role in Jesus’ trial (Luke 23:7–12), we have coins that refer to the
43rd year of his rule, placing its beginning in 4 B.C. at the latest (see Morten Hørning
Jensen, “Antipas—The Herod Jesus Knew,” BAR, September/October 2012).

Thus, Schürer concluded that “Herod died at Jericho in B.C. 4, unwept by those of his
own house, and hated by all the people.” Jeroen H.C. Tempelman. Q&C, BAR,
January/February 2014

#3: The six-week purification period for Maryam

Then when eight days had passed so that the boy could be circumcised, they called
his name Yeshua, as the Messenger had called him before he was conceived in the
womb.   And when the days of their purification were fulfilled according to the
instruction of Moshe, they took him up to Jerusalem to present him before Master
YHWH. (Luke 2:21-22 - The Apostolic Writings)

The Instruction of Moshe, or the Torah, commanded circumcision happen on the eighth
day (Genesis 17) plus another thirty-three days of purification for the birth of a male
child (Leviticus 12), so our third anchor is this nearly six week purification period where
Joseph and Mary had to stay in Israel! Another clue about this same period is what we
saw in Matthew 2:2: The Magi said the child had already been born when they came to
Herod. But this fact leads us to another line that often confuses even scholars.

And when they heard from the king, they departed, and behold the star which they
saw in the East was going before them until it came and stood from over where the
boy was. (Matthew 2:9 - The Apostolic Writings)

This line, and the one coming up where it says the Magi went into a “house”, have led
scholars to believe the Magi came years after the shepherds did—but this isn’t true! Both
Greek and Aramaic versions of the Apostolic Writings use terms (paidon and taliah
respectively) that can mean “toddler” or “child.”
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However, there is one exception to the rule, when an infant could be called “male”
(Hebrew: zakar) rather than a baby or infant, and it is in Genesis 17, when Abba YHWH
commands all “males” get circumcised!

As for the matter of the Magi going into “the house”, it is quite possibly a literal
reference because, as we will see, the Magi did not come to Yeshua at the same time as
the shepherds did. When the shepherds met Yeshua, he had literally just been born, and
was in a “manger-sukkah”. But by the time the Magi arrive, it was after the feast was
over.

Since the sukkahs would be torn down right after the end of the feast and since Joseph
knew he and Mary needed to stay close to Jerusalem for the duration of Mary’s
purification period, he had to find some kind of temporary lodging for his wife and
newborn son. This may be why we have very early Christian folk tradition that the Magi
met the Set-apart family in a cave in Bethlehem—the best he could do.

And it happened on the eighth day they came to circumcise the boy (παιδίον/ַטליָא) and
they were calling him by the name of his father Zakharyah. (Luke 1:59- The
Apostolic Writings)

So here we see that both Yochanan the Immerser and Yeshua were called paidon/taliah
when they were 8 days old. That means that when the Magi came to see the “child”
Yeshua, he did not have to be a toddler but more likely the text simply means the Magi
met the Set-apart family after Yeshua was circumcised, but before the six-week
purification period was concluded.

However, this clue must be combined with the following one to get more chronological
data:

#4: The timing of the Flight into Egypt

Our next anchor though may be one of the most difficult of them all to precisely date, but
it is extremely important as a puzzle piece in the overall scheme of the chronology. It is
well known that shepherds do not “abide in the fields, keeping watch over their flocks by
night” (Luke 2:8) after the advent of the early rains (end of October to maybe
mid-November). Here’s one reason why nearly everyone agrees on this:

Then all the men of Yehuḏah and Binyamin gathered at Yerushalayim within three
days. It was the 9th month, on the 20th of the month. And all the people sat in the open
space of the House of Elohim, trembling because of the matter and because of
showers of rain. (Ezra 10:9  - The Scriptures 1998)

After the Feast of Sukkot, the first rains begin around late October. If the grapes are not
harvested by then, the crop is ruined. The rains will then intensify over the next several
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months, so that by the 9th month “rainy season” has become particularly
unpleasant—certainly too unpleasant to keep watch over sheep all night in the open.

This reference in Ezra 10 is actually only a few days before the Feast of Hanukkah,
which hits late November to late December in our calendar. Of course, this is one reason
why we know the Nativity itself cannot be on December 25th, but that’s not the main
point of this discussion. Rather, the point is the birth couldn’t happen after
mid-November.

That being the case, the six weeks of purification after the birth had to conclude no later
than the end of December, and we know Joseph and Family are in Egypt when Herod
dies, in early April of 4 BCE (Matthew 2:19). Then Matthew 2:22-23 says that Joseph did
not settle back in Nazareth before Archelaus gained rule over Judea, and we know when
this happened too.

In Josephus’ “Jewish War”, (2:1-117) the circumstances behind Archelaus’ grab for
power are given in great detail. First, one week before Passover (April 2nd, 4 BCE),
Herod dies and Archelaus begins mourning him seven days.

Then during the Passover feast, due to persistent accusations being yelled at him,
Archelaus loses patience and kills 3,000 people doing Temple sacrifices. Afterwards,
Archelaus apparently tries to seize power over all his late father’s territory, knowing full
well this was not Herod’s wish.

This defiant act forces his two brothers, Antipas and Phillip, to sail to Rome to protest the
move to the Emperor Augustus. Archelaus soon follows suit and all parties begin
extensive litigation on the matter.

In the midst of the negotiations though, Archelaus hears his mother is about to die and
has to return home. When he does, the Feast of Weeks happens (May 30th) and
widespread riots hit Jerusalem against Rome and Archelaus personally. Rome burns part
of the Temple complex, before riots break out a half dozen other places, also needing to
be put down.

How long these riots go on for precisely is not known. However, the Feast of Weeks is
only a day long and the riots and thousands of crucifixions mentioned by Josephus had to
take place over a longer period of time.

But when the parties resume the legal case, another “festival” came to Jerusalem where
Jews were “forced” to let in the masses (Jewish War, 2:73). It is the only remaining
festival that required the participation of all Jewish men was that of Tabernacles, or
Sukkot, which ran that year October 2-10.

Sometime after this date, Augustus decides to give Archelaus the title of “ethnarch” and
½ of his father’s kingdom, while the two brothers each split the remaining ½ together as
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“tetrarchs.” From here, it takes about another 3 weeks for the negotiations to formally
conclude and for Archelaus, Antipas and Phillip to return from Rome to Judea to set up
their respective kingdoms.

Therefore, the earliest that Yeshua’s father Joseph could have heard that Archelaus was
reigning “in Yehuda” would be early November of 4 BCE, and he doesn’t leave Egypt
before.

The point of all this research is that the Egypt stay had to be a minimum of 11 ½ months.
However, the absolute longest possible stay in Egypt for the Set-apart family would be
five years and here’s why:

And the boy would grow up and become strong in spirit and was filled with wisdom,
and the grace of Elohim was upon him. (Luke 2:40 - The Apostolic Writings)

The clue the child grew seems a consistent reference to weaning being completed at age 5
(Genesis 21:8; Exodus 2:9-10 comp. to Leviticus 27:5-6 and Luke 2:40) tells us Yeshua
was back in Nazareth no later than age five.

There are two reasons for this. First, the 430-year prophecy (Exodus 12:40) only makes
sense counting from when Isaac turns 5 (400 + 25 + 5 = 430)! And second, the valuation
of male infants jumps to five shekels when they turn five years old, which makes sense
because after being weaned the boys are considered stronger and more mature.  So we
have a minimum of one year and a maximum of five years for the Egypt stay, but beyond
this, it is impossible to be more precise at this moment. However, I believe later
astronomical signs point to three years.

#5: Magi track the “King’s Star” for two years

Then, when Herodus saw that the Magoshi mocked him, he was angry and sent (and)
killed all the boys of Beth-Lekhem and of all from its borders two years and under,
according to the time that he inquired from the Magoshi. (Matthew 2:16 - The
Apostolic Writings)

While this seems shocking to some, Josephus tells us Herod killed several sons and his
favorite wife on the mere hint of disloyalty. Given that track record, killing a few dozen
infants (who were not related to him) in Bethlehem would hardly be a problem for Herod
the Great if he thought it would preserve his throne. And being as paranoid he was, he
timed that killing to infants “two years old and under” after “inquiring of the Magi the
exact time the star appeared.” This little detail tells us a great deal: The Magi were
tracking the “star” for at least two years.

Since the first conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn in Pisces happened May 29th, 7 BCE,
this means the Magi could not have come to Jerusalem before the second anniversary
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from that point, May 29th, 5 BCE! We have just cut our window for Messiah’s birth by
two-thirds: From late May 5 BCE to early April 4 BCE.

Our first important series of data to consider is that from the ancient point of view planets
are a kind of star. Specifically, the Magi refer to a durability of viewing and specific kinds
of motion that tell us this star was in fact a planet.

First of all, all attempts to suggest the Star of Bethlehem was a comet, a nova or falling
star or even a meteor shower have failed because these could not be tracked for two
years. While comets like Halley’s do have a regular return cycle that can result in
visibility for a few months, a comet was always seen as a bad omen and not as a
harbinger for heralding the birth of a great king. Comets like Halley’s also would not
have been seen for two years straight either. Interestingly enough though, Halley’s did
return close to the time of Yeshua’s birth—in 10 BCE—but that’s not close enough.

Since the Greek and Aramaic terms carry the same exact meanings, I will focus on the
more familiar Greek terms. The term in question, (ἀνατολή), has two possible
meanings. One is the simple daily rising of any star, but this makes no sense contextually.

Reason being stars like our sun rise and set every day and no one knows that better than
our professional astronomers here. Therefore, what is so special about the daily rising and
setting of this or any other star? On the other hand, if this were the other kind of star, a
wandering star like a planet that, unlike fixed stars, could be tracked for two years, that
would be more special. After all, there were only seven of these wandering stars by
ancient reckoning: sun, moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. Seeing any of
them “rise in the east” was rarer and therefore more interesting to the Magi.

Next important clue is that they mention “we have seen it in the east” and this has proved
a very challenging phrase for scholars not versed in astronomy to understand. For one
thing, the Magi lived east of Jerusalem and therefore would always see the night sky from
the “east” of Jerusalem. Herod knew who the Magi were and where they were from since
they are the “magicians” mentioned from Daniel’s time. All that was a given, so why the
special treatment by both the Magi and Herod?

For another, stars including our sun always rose in the east too, so same question, why is
that eastern rising of that star so special? If you tracked it every day for two years, what
was so special about its normal rising on one day as opposed to all the others? In other
words, what is it about this “rising in the east” that makes the Magi grab the frankincense
and go? The answer must be a very special and even spectacular kind of “rising in the
east” that they do not normally see. It is also a rare event that happens after they have
long since singled out this star from being special, so what is that?

When all the data then is sorted out, there is only one kind of eastern rising that fits the
bill: The heliacal rising of a planet, and in all the time the Magi are tracking this star there
is only one time this happens in the entirety of their journey.
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This special planet, Jupiter disappeared, going behind the sun after the Magi had been
tracking it for many months. After more than a year of being hidden though, this planet
heliacally rose from the east, i.e. it rose apart and away from the sun just before sunrise
on Sunday, May 27th, 5 BCE. This was spectacular as it was the first time Jupiter was
seen in more than a year and it triumphantly emerged apart from the sun and, in what
seemed an act of defiance, turned speedily westwards toward Israel. But, while regular
stars like Sirius can also heliacally rise, this next detail can only apply to a planet:

…and behold the star which they saw in the East was going before them until it
came and stood from over where the boy was. (Matthew 2:9 - The Apostolic
Writings)

There is a perfectly natural explanation for this, as the professional astronomers who
were tracking this star knew quite well, and it is a phenomenon that only happens with
planets. It’s called retrograde motion and it means that a planet, from our perspective on
the earth, appears to go backwards from our position. For four months, the Earth slowed
down, which made another planet appear dash ahead. That “dash” began when it emerged
from behind the sun in its heliacal eastern rising. It raced ahead with great speed
westwards—straight to Israel from the Magi’s position from Babylon.

Then, four months later, specifically September 19th, 5 BCE, the Earth caught up with it
and now that same planet appeared to “pause” over the Jerusalem-Bethlehem area, but
only for a week. At the end of September 26 th, this sign was no more, so we know at a
minimum the very week the Magi had to rejoice at the star just before they found the
Messiah.

This is why the Star of Bethlehem can only be a planet, again only planet Jupiter can be
the “King’s Star” of the Magi.

#6: The Return of the “King’s Star in the rising” and the four-month route of the
Magi (May 27th-September 26th in 5 BCE)

Our sixth anchor though will confirm this timing. Observing Jupiter rise in the east in
late May of 5 BCE. Since this is the sign that caused the Magi to leave Babylon for Israel,
we need to factor in how long the journey would have taken them along well-known
travel routes from these locations that people of an elite rank actually used. This is where
Tanakh helps!

Ezra arrived in Jerusalem in the fifth month, in the seventh year of the king's reign;
for he had ordered the departure from Babylon on the first day of the first
month, and he arrived in Jerusalem on the first day of the fifth month, since the
kindly hand of his Elohim was over him. (Ezra 7:8-9 NJB)
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Ezra, travelling under the protection of the king, would have taken the same travel routes
and travelled in the same high style as these Magi did about 450 years later. And the text
directly says it took EXACTLY four months to take this route from Babylon to
Jerusalem.

Since the Magi would have left for Israel when they saw Jupiter rise in the east the date
of this event matters: May 27th, 5 BCE (Gregorian). Their arrival to see Herod though is
just after the birth of Yeshua because they proclaim, in past tense, “Where is he who has
been born King of the Jews”. I will deal with that timing issue more precisely in a
moment. For now, just understand that the Magi are with Herod after the ‘star’ has spent
3+ months moving west, and it is still moving. They are therefore seeing Herod in
mid-September, around the 17th. This matches the journey of Ezra almost perfectly.

In Hebrew terms, Ezra’s journey from the 1st day of Abib to the 1st day of Ab is precisely
118 days (29 left for Abib + 29 for Iyar + 30 for Sivan + 29 for Tammuz + 1 for Ab =
118). The Magi were prepared for months in advance to leave Babylon for Israel,. Then
upon seeing the heliacal rising of Jupiter would have been ready to depart later that same
day they saw it, May 27th, at sunrise, so let’s add up the Magi’s time:

1) 5 days left in May (27-31)
2) 30 days for June
3) 31 days for July
4) 31 days for August
5) 17 days until September 17th

___________________________________
TOTAL�114 days

Therefore, the Magi come to see Herod only four days shy of how long it took Ezra to
return to Jerusalem, from the same Babylon road. And Ezra definitely rested on Shabbat,
so his “real travel days” are probably considerably less than the Magi’s, possibly around
seventeen days less. But even if the Magi kept Shabbat and rested, the trip is extremely
doable for them.

#7: Timing the Census of Quirinius

Since we very recently went over how to recover the truth about Luke’s account of the
census and Quirinius, let me just highlight my conclusions:

� In 7 BCE, Herod the Great was caught lying to Emperor Augustus who punished
him by revoking Herod’s tax-free status. Herod would now have to pay both back
taxes and new taxes moving forward.

� The purpose of a census was to register property that had just become taxable
either through imperial decree, as is the case here, or by newly acquired lands
seized in war. Because a major census in Apamea Syria was going on at that very
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moment, the military governor of Syria, Quirinius, was asked to extend his census
to next door Judea.

� Quirinius had experience and full power to do this. He will eventually count
117,000 citizens in Apamea Syria so counting tiny Judea was nothing to him,
especially since Luke said all that was needed was to register, that is record one’s
name and the value of their property.

� Census rules in the region at the time, including Egypt, clearly required people to
return to their ancestral homes to be counted, just like Joseph and Mary did.

� Even though the registration was just local, in Herod’s territory and Syria, an
Empire wide payment occasion came up in 2 BCE, which was Augustus’ Jubilee
Year and Rome’s 750th anniversary. All provinces sent tributum, literally “tax
payments” at that time. Luke simply linked those Empire-wide payments with the
local registration that began in 6 BCE, as this was a normal interval between
registration and payment.

#8: No Room at the Inn!

But our eighth and final anchor has to do with the fact that as Luke 2:7 said, “for there
was no room at the inn.” We now know for certain that Yosip and Maryam are in
Bethlehem during the 7th month, or September.

But when they get there, the inns are completely stuffed full of people—there’s nowhere
to go but a “manger.” The inn is crowded because pious Jews are gearing up for the fall
sacred season and the Romans have scheduled their registration to coincide with when
people would be on the road anyway to get to Jerusalem for the Feast of Tabernacles, or
Sukkot.

But during Sukkot no Jews would be at the inn—they would live OUTSIDE! Therefore,
Yeshua had to be born in the 7th month but just prior to the start of Tabernacles. Thus the
2 week window I spoke of earlier would be September 1st through 13th, 5 BCE.
However, the retrograde motion of Jupiter will narrow the time further. When Matthew
2:9 says, “the star went out before them”, this refers to a specific astronomical event:

As the earth moves through space, the outer planets the Magi are watching appear to
“speed up” or “slow down” in their daily motion. So when Jupiter emerged from the sun,
it appears to “race ahead,” as it did from May to September in 5 BCE. Now it’s time for
astronomy and other evidence.

But on September 18th, after four months of going ahead of the Earth, the Earth caught up
to Jupiter and for the next week, Jupiter’s motion appeared to “pause” over Bethlehem
(19-26). This would have to be the time that the Magi saw Yeshua, but we are also
missing a critical fact still: Yeshua was born well before this!

The reason, as we already discussed before, concerns what the Magi said to Herod:
“Where is he who has been born King of the Jews”! We should also bear in mind booths
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for Sukkot were set up no earlier than 2 Tishri, or 13 days before the Feast (Nehemiah
8:13) and, as we also saw before, Yeshua was circumcised on his 8th day before the Magi
found him.

Since we know the Set-apart family stayed in the Jerusalem area for the six weeks of
purification, the Magi’s arrival at Yeshua’s circumcision meant the wise men stuck
around for a few weeks (end of September to the end of October).

Then immediately after the Magi left, so did the family, bound for Egypt, for Herod could
not be deceived any longer.

The bottom line though is this: The ‘star’ had been going out before the Magi up until
September 18th, and it is Jupiter’s pausing, not its motion, that leads the Magi to Yeshua.
In other words, the movement of Jupiter westward from the Magi’s original position in
Babylon brought them to the right area, but the ‘star’ was actually paused over that entire
city.

As the Magi continued walking through Bethlehem, Jupiter remained overhead, until they
got to the place the infant Yeshua was. But a super literal reading of Matthew 2:9 says:
“and behold the star…was going before them until it came and stood over where the child
was”—implies that the moment of the “pause” was the moment the Magi arrived.
If that’s the case, then we have a very interesting situation. The moment of Jupiter’s
pausing was on the evening of September 19th (also Tishri 19), so if the Magi arrived just
after Yeshua was circumcised it raises the possibility that Yeshua was born on or just
hours after the Day of Atonement ended, as eight days earlier brings us to the end of
Tishri 10 and start of Tishri 11.

But in actual fact, what this really does in my opinion is simply tell us that the earliest
possible day for Yeshua’s birth was in the early hours of the night of September 11th, and
therefore the latest possible birth time (8 days before the 26th, the last day Jupiter paused)
was September 18th. But this brings us back again to “no room at the inn.”

With range now cut to from September 11th to the 18th “no room at the inn” will eliminate
the first half of the Sukkot feast when the Jews would be living outside. Therefore,
September 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th are gone from contention, and this leaves only
September 11th, 12th, 13th and 14th of 5 BCE as possible days for the birth of Messiah!
From there we can speak of a fantastic lunar eclipse that happened on one of those
evenings—Friday, September 13th in 5 BCE. My science advisor who has two physics
degrees, worked on classified satellites for the DOD and builds telescopes from scratch in
his spare time, explains about this critical lunar eclipse:

On the night of September 13th, 5 BCE, there is a well-placed total Lunar Eclipse.
By “well placed”, I mean that the moon rose that night, well before Jupiter, and
was of course, nearly full.  The eclipse began at about 8:30 PM, with the moon 35
degrees high – perfectly placed from Jerusalem to see the entire eclipse. At
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totality, at about 9:30 pm, Jupiter was rising but just barely above the
horizon…This means that as the total lunar eclipse ended, about 11 PM, Jupiter
was itself now prominently placed, 20 degrees above the horizon, a little north of
due east.  The fullness of the moon, would not have lessened the visibility of
Jupiter that night and it would be easy each night from now on to tell Jupiter was
dramatically slowing down in its nightly motion against the stars. – Bill Welker
(RIP- 1953-2021) of the Refiner’s Fire1

This absolutely stunning lunar eclipse marks not just the day of the birth, but I also
believe the very moment of his birth—between 8:30-11:00 PM on Friday, Sept 13/Tishri
14, 5 BCE!

1) Hoshana Rabbah (7th day of Sukkot) some Orthodox will read all of Psalms at
the start of the day (sunset) followed by the entire book of Deuteronomy the
following night.

The seventh day of the Jewish holiday of Sukkot, the 21st day of Tishri is known
as Hoshana Rabbah (Aramaic: ַרָּבאהֹוַׁשְענָא , "Great Supplication"). This day is marked
by a special synagogue service, the Hoshana Rabbah, in which seven circuits are made by
the worshippers with their lulav and etrog while the congregation recites Hoshanot. It is
customary for the scrolls of the Torah to be removed from the ark during this procession.
In a few communities a shofar is sounded after each circuit.

Hoshana Rabbah is known as the last of the Days of Judgment which began on Rosh
Hashanna. The Zohar says that while the judgment for the new year is sealed on Yom
Kippur, it is not "delivered" until the end of Sukkot (i.e., Hoshana Rabbah, the last day of
Sukkot), during which time one can still alter their verdict and decree for the new year.

Consequently, an Aramaic blessing which Jews give each other on Hoshana Rabbah, פתקא
טבא (pitka tava or piska tava), which in Yiddish is "A guten kvitel", or "A good note", is a
wish that the verdict will be positive.

In this spirit, it is a custom in many congregations that the cantor wears a kittel (long
sleeved linen robe with a linen sash—AGR) as on the High Holidays. Since Hoshana
Rabbah blends elements of the High Holy Days, Chol HaMoed, and Yom Tov, in
the Ashkenazic tradition, the cantor recites the service using High Holiday, Festival,
Weekday, and Sabbath melodies interchangeably.

Among Sephardi Jews, prayers known as Selichot (forgiveness) are recited before the
regular morning service (these are the same prayers recited before Rosh Hashanah). In
the different prayers of this day, Syrian Jews pray in the same maqam (melody) as on the
high holidays. In Amsterdam and in a few places in England, America, and elsewhere,

1 We at One Faith One People Ministries were shocked and devastated to hear of Bill’s passing on May 19th

of this year. Our condolences and deepest sympathies are with his widow Carmen, whom we affectionately
call Shali. Bill was a quiet and humble genius whose astronomical expertise greatly assisted me in the
understanding and development of the Eternal Torah Calendar. Bill provided me with 8,000+ years of
astronomical data which formed the backbone for checking all the calculations of  the biblical data. He will
be greatly missed by Jaye and I.
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the shofar is also sounded in connection with the processions. The latter practice reflects
the idea that Hoshana Rabbah is the end of the High Holy Day season, when the world is
judged for the coming year. Because Hoshana Rabbah is also linked to the high holidays
as well as being a joy filled day some Hasidic communities such as Satmar have the
custom of having Birkhat Kohenim/Priestly Blessing recited during the Musaf service.
Some communities such as Bobov will only do this if it is on Friday. However this
practice is not generally done.

It is customary to read the whole of Tehillim (Psalms) on Hoshana Rabbah eve. There is
also a custom to read the book of Deuteronomy on the night of Hoshana Rabbah.

Seven Hoshanot

The modern-day observance of the rituals of Hoshana Rabbah are reminiscent of the
practices that existed in the times of the Holy Temple in Jerusalem. During Sukkot,
the four species are taken in a circuit around (inscribing the perimeter, not circumscribing
the actual building) the synagogue once daily. On Hoshana Rabbah, there are seven
circuits.

Making a circuit around the reading desk on Sukkot while each person holds the four
species in his hands has its origin in the Temple service, as recorded in the Mishnah: "It
was customary to make one procession around the altar on each day of Sukkot, and seven
on the seventh day" (Sukkah 4:5). The priests carried the palm branches or willows in
their hands. The entire ceremony is to demonstrate rejoicing and gratitude for a blessed
and fruitful year. Moreover, it serves to tear down the iron wall that separates us from our
Father in Heaven, as the wall of Jericho was encompassed "and the wall fell down flat"
(Joshua 6:20). Furthermore, the seven circuits correspond to the seven words in the verse:
Erhatz benikayon kappay, va'asovevah et mizbahakha Yahweh - "I wash my hands in
purity and circle around Your altar, O Yahweh" (Psalms 26:6).

Each "hoshana" is done in honor of a patriarch. (Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moshe,
Aaron and David)

Five willow branches

At the conclusion of a number of Piyyutim (liturgical poems), five willow branches are
beaten on the ground or other surface to symbolize the elimination of sin. This is also
symbolic as a prayer for rain and success in agriculture.

Prayers for Messiah

The hoshanot are accompanied by a series of liturgical verses climaxing with, "Kol
mevasser, mevasser ve-omer" (The voice of the Herald [Elijah] heralds and
says)—expressing hope for the speedy coming of the Messiah. (Wikipedia)

END PART 5

PART SIX:  Shemini Etzeret and Simchat Torah Readings

1) Numbers 29:35-30:1 (Shemini Atzeret/Simchat Torah)
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SHEMINI ATZERET TIHYEH LACHEM (29:35) = eighth day of retreat, so this is
also known as a “retreat festival”.

'On the eighth day you shall have a solemn assembly; you shall do no laborious work.
'But you shall present a burnt offering, an offering by fire, as a soothing aroma to
YHWH: one bull, one ram, seven male lambs one year old without defect; their grain
offering and their drink offerings for the bull, for the ram and for the lambs, by their
number according to the ordinance;  and one male goat for a sin offering, besides the
continual burnt offering and its grain offering and its drink offering.  'You shall
present these to YHWH at your appointed times, besides your 1votive offerings and
your freewill offerings, for your burnt offerings and for your grain offerings and for
your drink offerings and for your peace offerings.'" Moses spoke to the sons of Israel
in accordance with all that YHWH had commanded Moses. Then Moses spoke to the
heads of the tribes of the sons of Israel, saying, "This is the word which YHWH has
commanded. (Numbers 29:35-30:1 NAU)

2) Deuteronomy 14:21-16:17 (Shemini Atzeret)

GER (14:21) = stranger.  Rabbis make an interesting comment (Stone Chumash, p.
1013) that in this context GER does not mean proselyte, because they perceive there
could be another class of GER that lives among the Jews but only observes the
Noachide laws and does not have to abstain from unkosher meat.  They further point
out that if PROSELYTE was meant here, the unkosher meat would be prohibited to
him as well as any other Jew. While on the surface this appears to solve some
problems, I maintain that there is one Torah for the Jew and for the foreigner in their
midst and that Noachide laws are a rabbinic illusion. It’s not that those rules aren’t in
the Torah—it’s their misapplication that is at issue here. Rather, the regulation seems
to be meant to not let food go to waste that is unfit for the altar but that can in other
ways extend human life.

SHEMITTAH (15:1) = letting drop, or a temporary remission of debts.

QARA (15:9) = cry out against you.  The word can also mean to “proclaim publicly,
read”, which has a sense that the poor man could embarrass you publicly if you bend
the shemittah law to avoid paying him back.

TIKAPHETZ ET-YADKHA (15:7) = draw together or close your fist. This command
follows the phrase “harden your heart”—a rebuke given against Pharaoh—to show
that bad mental attitudes lay the foundation for bad actions.  Yeshua’s halacha though
went further than just opening one’s hand to help the poor. Instead, he wanted an open
hand that was HIDDEN from public view, i.e. “don’t let your left hand know what
your right is doing”.

16:1-2 from Bibleort.org:
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Safeguard
Adjusting the lunar calendar so that Nissan remains in the spring (Rosh HaShanah 21a;
Yad, Kiddush HaChodesh 1:1).

along with other sheep and cattle
(Ramban). Or 'sacrifice sheep as the Passover offering, along with the cattle' (Targum;
Sifri; Rashi). The other animals are the special festival offering, known as the Chagigah.
This consisted of a peace offering (Yad, Chagiga 1:1).

3) Deuteronomy 33:1-34:12/Ve-Zot Ha-Barachah (Simchat Torah)

BA/BO (33:2) = came, as in “YHWH came from Sinai” or VAYOMER  YAHWEH
MISINAY BA.  However, BO is also used to describe not just coming in and going out
but the sun going down.  Therefore, it can also perhaps mean “YHWH went
down/descended on to Sinai”.

ESH DATH (33:2) = fire of a law. A very curious phrase to say the least. Bibleort.org
translates it as “fire of a religion”. Others would go away from a mystical image to
something like “flashing lightning” but DATH clearly means “law”. There seems to be
some very deep spirituality going on here because the Hebrew word for light AUR is
clearly related to the Aramaic word for “Torah” which is AURAYTA.  This Hebrew
phrase seems to be referencing that linkage by seeing the Torah in the Fire.

VAYEHI VIYESHURUN MELECH (33:4) = and he was king of Yeshurun. Assuming
this is Moshe being mentioned, the phrase could also mean, “and Moshe was king of the
Upright One (Israel as she should be).” Or, perhaps, “Moshe was king of the beloved
ones” or “Moshe was king, the one who sees”.

VAYOMAR SHEMA YAHWEH (33:7) = may YHWH hear.  It is interesting that the
order goes from Reuben, then to Yehudah and then to Levi.  Simeon is omitted at this
juncture but his name is derived from Shema (to hear).

YORU MISHPATEYCHA LE-YA’AKOV VETORATCHA LE-YISRAEL (33:10) = they
shall teach Your judgment to Jacob and your Torah to Israel. There is one judgment
against Jacob for fleeing from Esau, but through his reconciliation and return we
eventually get the 12 tribes of Israel to whom Abba YHWH will teach the entire Torah.

URSTON SHOCHNI SNEH TAVOTAH (33:16) = one who dwells in the thorn bush.
SNEH is Sinai, which means “thorny”. And, of course on Sinai is the Burning Bush.  The
one who dwells there then must be Abba YHWH Himself!

VEYISSAKHAR BEOHALEYCHA (33:18) = and Issachar in your tents. According to
Rashi, Issachar had a reputation for producing scholars, to “to your tents” means tents of
study.  Others say the fertile land made hard work on it unnecessary.  The reality is both
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could be true.  Because the land didn’t need many workers, the inhabitants could devote
themselves to study.

VAYAR RESHIT LO KI-SHAM CHELKAT MECHOKEK SAFUN (33:21) = he
saw the first portion for himself, for that is where the portion of the Lawgiver is hidden.
This is a very important clue that speaks to Moshe’s tomb being in Gad’s territory. Some
have called this person a “ruler” but the word CHELKAT (from chaqaq) literally means
someone who cuts into rock to do a covenant, just as Moshe did. If so, this line may have
been penned by Joshua since Moshe would not necessarily know the exact spot his own
remains will end up!

UMOSHE BEN-MEAH VE’ESRIM SHANAH BE MOTO (34:7) = and Moshe was 120
years old when he died.  According to Josephus and others, this was on 1 Adar.  A few
other Jewish authorities though would put the death a week later, 7 Adar, but
Deuteronomy 1:3 puts all the events of that book on 1 Shevat of that year and that is my
choice.

4) Genesis 1:1-2:3 (Simchat Torah)

BERESHIT (1:1) = in the beginning.  Onkelos Targum says BKADMIN (in the
eternities/beginnings) indicating ancient understanding of more than one creation event
happening at the same time. Within the word BERESHIT is also the first Messianic
prophecy:

BAR = son (Aramaic)
BARA = created
RESH = head/chief/beginning
SHET = (the) six (Aramaic)

So the Son is present BEFORE the six days of creation !2

VAYOMER ELOHIM YEHI RAKIA (1:5) = and said Elohim: Let there be a SKY.  This
“sky”(rakia) is usually translated as “firmament” but literally means “expanse”,
indicating a separation between SHMAYIM (heavens) and the waters. It is a different
kind of sky from SHMAYIM, or the universe.  In other places, RAKIA can also denote
matter.

2 It is important to note that I am not talking about the Word-Son technically as “created” because in
another sense the Son is co-eternal with the Father. Yeshua as the Word is the creative force behind the
Universe, but before he became the Word he was the Divine Creative Thought in Father Yah’s mind. Since
that occasion speaks to timelessness pre-creation, we cannot from our human linear time models pinpoint a
moment where Father Yah was not thinking about Creation before He did it. He very well may have, but
the point is in timelessness no time passes so there is no sense of sequence. That Yeshua shared this
timelessness with his Heavenly Father he directly states, talking about the glory he had with Him before the
Universe began (Yochanan 17:24). On the other hand, since the Son, by definition, comes after the Father,
one can speak of Yeshua’s emergence as the Word as his separated beginning as well, but this is still
pre-creation and before the Messengers were made by him.
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VAYA’AS ELOHIM (1:16) = and made Elohim.  Tense indicates these luminaries were
made on the fourth day, meaning neither the sun nor the moon can be used to count days
for the 7 day Shabbat cycle. YHWH didn’t count from day 4 for Creation week and
therefore neither should we.  The 7 day count is independent of the sun, moon and stars.

VAYOMER ELOHIM HA ADAM BETZALMANU (1:26) = and said Elohim, Let US
make man in OUR image.  Recalling the fact that multiple creations happened and that
within BERESHIT is proof that the Son/Word was the first thing YHWH created, we
need to further confirm this through Psalm 33:6 and Yochanan 1:1-5.  YHWH sent the
Word out of His Mouth and the Word created the heavens and the earth, “by him, for him
and through his hands” as the Aramaic of Yochanan reads.  Since it is Yeshua who made
these things as the Word, the US and OUR are YHWH talking with His Son “whom He
loved from when time began” (Yochanan 17) since the Messiah has “goings forth that
have been from the eternities” (Micah 5) from which a throne in heaven was set up for
him to have eternal and universal dominion (Daniel 7).

U’MIL’U ET-HA’ARETS VECHIVESHUHA (1:28) = fill the earth up and conquer it. In
order to do this command, man must endeavor to understand the inner workings of the
earth, which he can only do through disciplined observation of the planet.  The method of
this observation is given in 1 Thessalonians 5:21-22, test everything, hold on to the good
and avoid all evil.

SHAVAT (2:3) = rested, but not because Abba YHWH was tired because He never tires.
Rather YHWH completed His work and stopped doing it. This is confirmed in 2:4 with
ASAH (made) in past tense, denoting completion. Later Jewish sources though will
speculate that certain events, like the building of the Temple, also in their way complete
creation.

END PART 6

PART SEVEN: Remaining Scripture readings

Haftorah for Simchat Torah: Joshua 1:1-18

When Moses, servant of Yahweh, was dead, Yahweh spoke to Joshua son of Nun,
Moses' adjutant. He said, 'Moses my servant is dead; go now and cross this
Jordan, you and this whole people, into the country which I am giving to them
(the Israelites).  Every place you tread with the soles of your feet I shall give you,
as I declared to Moses that I would.   From the desert and the Lebanon, to the
Great River, the Euphrates (the entire country of the Hittites), and as far as the
Great Sea to westward, is to be your territory.

As long as you live, no one will be able to resist you; I shall be with you as I was
with Moses; I shall not fail you or desert you.  'Be strong and stand firm, for you
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are the man to give this people possession of the land which I swore to their
ancestors that I would give them.  Only be strong and stand very firm and be
careful to keep the whole Torah which my servant Moses laid down for you. Do
not swerve from this either to right or to left, and then you will succeed wherever
you go.

Have the book of this Torah always on your lips; meditate on it day and night, so
that you may carefully keep everything that is written in it. Then your
undertakings will prosper, then you will have success. Have I not told you: Be
strong and stand firm? Be fearless and undaunted, for go where you may, Yahweh
your Elohim is with you.'  Joshua then gave the people's officials this instruction:

'Go through the camp and give the people this order, "Make provisions ready, for
in three days' time you will cross this Jordan and go on to take possession of the
land which Yahweh your Elohim is giving you as your own." '

Joshua then said to the Reubenites and Gadites and the half-tribe of Manasseh,
'Remember the order given you by Moses, servant of Yahweh: Yahweh your
Elohim, in bringing you to rest, has given you the land where we are. Your wives,
your little ones and your cattle must stay in the country given you by Moses
beyond the Jordan. But all you fighting men must cross in battle formation at the
head of your brothers and help them,  until Yahweh grants rest to your brothers
and you alike, when they too have taken possession of the land which Yahweh
your Elohim is giving to them. Then you may go back and take possession of the
land which belongs to you and which Moses, servant of Yahweh, has given you
on the eastern side of the Jordan.'

They answered Joshua, 'We will do whatever you order us, and wherever you
send us we will go.  We obeyed Moses in everything, and now we will obey you.
Only may Yahweh your Elohim be with you as he was with Moses!  If anyone
rebels against your orders or will not listen to your commands, let him be put to
death. Only be strong and stand firm.'  (Joshua 1:1-18 NJB)

Yochanan 7:37-8:59 (Shemini Atzeret only)

Special Note: The events in Yochanan 9:1-41, where Yeshua heals another blind man, is
on the Shabbat following the end of Sukkot, or Saturday, October 20th in 29 CE
(Gregorian time).  Ironically this is the time when Jews in Babylon would have recycled
back to Genesis 1, even as we do here today, though Israel at this time was on a triennial
cycle. Still, I find it very interesting that the blind man gets a new lease on life with new
sight at the very moment nearly all Jews over the past 1700 years would have been
recycling their time too!

Shemini Etzeret ends up being the most thoroughly documented feast day, second only
perhaps to Pesach itself, but who knew it stretched across parts of a whopping two
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chapters in Yochanan??? But there is one more reference to Sukkot that we have not yet
seen until now:

Here is the patience of the Set Apart believers who keep the commandments of
Elohim, and the faith of Yeshua. And I heard a voice from heaven, saying: "Write,
'Blessed are the dead that die in Master YHWH from now on.' 'Yes,' says the
Spirit, 'that they may rest from their toils; for their deeds do accompany them.'"
And I looked, and lo, a white cloud; and upon the cloud sat one who was like the
Son of man; and on his head was a crown of gold, and in his hand a sharp sickle.
And another Messenger came out of the temple, crying with a loud voice to him
that sat on the cloud. And he thrust his sickle over the earth; and the earth was
reaped.

And another Messenger came out of the temple that is in heaven, also having a
sharp sickle. And another Messenger came out from the altar, having authority
over fire. And he cried with a loud voice to him who had the sharp sickle, saying:
"Thrust in your sickle which is sharp, and gather the clusters of the vineyard of
the earth, because the grapes of the earth are ripe.” And the Messenger thrust in
his sickle on the earth and gathered the vintage of the earth and cast (it) into the
wine-press of the wrath of the great Elohim. And the wine-press was trodden, up
to the horses' bridles, for a thousand and six hundred furlongs.  (Revelation
14:12-20 - The Apostolic Writings)

So it seems that we have come full circle from looking at the Sukkot patterns from
Genesis! We are now I believe can see that Yeshua’s Second Coming is at least broadly
linked to the Fall Feast season which, as it is also a Day of Master YHWH, is also a time
for Him to cut down our enemies and re-purify the world, even as He also purified the
First Temple at that time!

Our harvest then is unto eternal life in Mashiyach as time resets again into the Millennial
Age. What better time to do this than at Sukkot? And perhaps this is also why, we have
this reading:

And I saw new heavens and a new earth: for the former heaven and the former
earth had passed away; and the sea was no more.  And I saw the Set Apart city,
the New Urishlim, descending from Elohim out of heaven, prepared like a bride
adorned for her husband. And I heard a great voice from heaven, which said:
"Behold, the tabernacle of Elohim is with men; and he dwells with them: they
will be his people; and Elohim will be with them, an Elohim to them. And every
tear will be wiped from their eyes; and there will no more be death, nor mourning,
nor wailing; nor will pain be any more; because the former things are passed
away." (Revelation 21:1-4 -The Apostolic Writings)

And:
"I am Alap and the Taw, the First and the Last, the Beginning and the Completion.
Blessed are they who do His (Master YHWH's) Mitzvot that they may have a
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right to the tree of life and may enter through the gates into the city.  Without (will
be) dogs and sorcerers, and sexual sinners and manslayers and idolaters, and
everyone that loves and does falsehood. I  Yeshua have sent my Messenger to
testify to you these things before the assemblies. I am the root and offspring of
Dawid: like the splendid star of the morning. And the Spirit and the bride say,
'You come.' And let him that hears, say, 'You come.' And let him who thirsts,
come; and he that is inclined, let him take the living water freely." (Revelation
22:13-17 - The Apostolic Writings)

So the first passage tells us to wait for the return of the ultimate Tabernacle while the
second one tells of a feast whose elements include a great wedding and eternal life for all.
I’m ready for that chag! How about the rest of you? And with all that said and done, only
one thing remains:

CHAG SAMEACH! Peace and blessings,
Andrew Gabriel Roth, September 26th, 2021
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